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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a semantic search approach based on
Case-based reasoning and modular Ontology learning. A case is
defined by a set of similar queries associated with its relevant
results. The case base is used for ontology learning and for
contextualizing the search process. Modular ontologies are
designed to be used for case representation and indexing. Our
work aims at improving ontology-based information retrieval by
the integration of the traditional information retrieval process, the
use of ontology learning (OL) and the Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) process. In fact, the proposed approach uses the CBR with
semantic Web language markup -by ontology- for case
representation and indexing. Ontology-based similarity is used to
retrieve similar cases and to provide end users with alternative
documents recommendations. The main contribution of this work
is the use of a CBR mechanism and an ontological representation
for two purposes: Resource Retrieval from Web and ontology
learning and enrichment from cases. This approach builds a
knowledge corpus – represented by ontology modules - resulting
from the collaboration actions of users. The experiment shows an
improvement in terms of results’ precision and ontology learning
relevance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.4 [Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods]Representation languages

General Terms
Design, Theory.

Keywords
Semantic Web, ontology, modular ontology, semantic search,
information retrieval, Case-Based Reasoning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years and with the continuous and rapid growth
of Web information volume, information access and knowledge
management has become challenging. Thus, adding a semantic
dimension to the Web, with ontology deployment, contributes to
solve many problems in many domains (Information retrieval,
knowledge sharing, communication between Web agents, etc.). In
fact, in the context of the semantic Web [12], the need for using
domain ontology in information retrieval (IR) has been explored
by many approaches to better answer users’ queries [7, 15, 26,
28]; the explicit representation of knowledge is made through
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ontologies that are an explicit specification and a formal shared
conceptualization [18]. Ontologies have contributed to the
emergence of semantic search engines. They are used to enhance
query formulation, document indexing and conceptual
classification of results. In fact, one challenging issue for
developing successful semantic search engine is the availability of
ontologies used for the contextualization of user queries.
Context representation and formalization for enhancing retrieval
process are the main research challenges when designing and
developing content-based search engines. Current studies in this
area [14, 24, 14] focus on the integration of different methods and
techniques derived from artificial intelligence and knowledge
management domains (Ontology, similarity measures, semantic
distances, intelligent retrieval methods) in order to outperform the
relevance of search results.
Since intelligent retrieval is one of the main application of CaseBased Reasoning paradigm (CBR) [1, 25], semantic formalization
in CBR systems has also become an increased research area [4,
13, 19, 24, 31]. In CBR systems, semantics are the main source of
reasoning, similarity calculation and case adaptation.
Our ongoing work aims at the developing multi-domain CBRBased search system able to handle ontology learning and perform
ontology-based information retrieval. In this paper, we describe
main approaches related to ontology learning for semantic search
engine and the use of CBR approach for information retrieval in
Section 2. CBR-based search can be improved by integrating
ontology. Then, the rest of paper is organized as follows. In
Section 3, we present the semantic search approach based on a
multi-layer ontology warehouse, CBR mechanism, an enhanced
search process and ontology learning. In Section 4, use cases are
presented to illustrate the proposed approach. Finally, evaluation
test results related to ontology learning and search results are
presented. Finally, we conclude the paper and outline the
directions of our future work in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we present the related work on the following
topics:
Integration of ontology learning in semantic search
framework and ontology learning from Web
Case-Based Reasoning for IR process and Ontology for CBR
mechanism.

2.1 Integration of ontology learning in
semantic search

Documents indexing
Results filtering
Ontology retrieval

Ontology learning (OL) aims at building ontology from
knowledge sources using a set of machine learning techniques and
knowledge acquisition methods. OL from Web is a specific case
of OL from texts and has been widely used in the community of
engineering knowledge since texts are semantically richer than the
other data source type. These approaches are generally based on
the use of textual corpora. The corpus should be representative of
the domain used to build ontology. By applying a set of text
mining techniques, a granular ontology is enriched with concepts
and relationships discovered from textual data. In these
approaches, human intervention is required to validate the
relevance of learned concepts and relationships. In the last decade,
with the enormous growth of Web information, the Web has
become an important source of information for knowledge
acquisition: due to its huge size and heterogeneity. This has been
the cause of the appearance of many categories of OL approaches:
ontology learning from textual content of the Web, ontology
learning from online Web ontologies, from web dictionary and
from Web heterogeneous sources. OL from Web documents
require the same techniques as those used for ontology extraction
from texts. Several approaches are based on eliminating tags from
documents to obtain plain texts to which traditional text mining
texts could be applied. These approaches are dedicated to
ontology building from Web and are based on the generation of
taxonomies without using a priori knowledge or natural language
processing techniques and on the use of large corpus or thesaurus.
In [37], an incremental approach of ontology learning from Web
is proposed. In [37], a study of several types of available Web
search engines and how they can be used to assist the learning
process (searching web resources and compute IR measures) is
described. The proposed learning process is based on four steps.
The first one is a Taxonomic learning step where the user starts by
specifying keywords used as a seed for the learning process using
a Web search engine, the output of this step is a one-level
taxonomy, a set of verbs appearing in the same context as
extracted concepts. Secondly, non taxonomic relations learning
are carried out. The verbs and keywords lists are used as bootstrap
for building domain related patterns as well as for defining query
addressed to a search engine. The third step is the recursive
learning task where the two previous learning stages are
recursively executed for each discovered concept. Finally, the
post-processing step consists in refining and evaluating the
obtained ontology. This approach is domain independent and
incremental. In the same context, our previous work [5] has
proposed an incremental approach of ontology learning from
Web. We combined many text mining techniques and use an
ontology-based IR System to classify Web documents. Our
experiments have shown that ontology enrichment from document
resulting from ontology based-search system is more accurate and
that the relevance of search results is improved. So, our objective
is to integrate ontology learning within a multi-domain search
engine.
Approaches related to ontology-based information retrieval [23,
40] propose a generic framework that followed by more 7 items:
Creation and management of ontologies
Query expansion
Documents annotation

Association retrieval
The model described in [23] integrates four main modules:
Ontology Management Module (OntoMan) which includes
the automated construction of ontologies from text where the
user role is to specify new materials to enhance or build new
ontologies.
Ontology directory
Ontology crawler.
The query engine for ontology search
In [40], the author proposes a model of generic search engines that
includes all types of research (document retrieval, ontology search
and association discovery). These approaches have not leaded yet
to the realization of related frameworks for the following reasons:
Ontology learning from Web documents depends on the
relevance of these documents related to the domain and the
applied techniques
managing many domain ontologies makes the task related to
the detection of user query‘s context very difficult.
The next section describes how case-based reasoning can be a
solution to contextualize the user search query and to outperform
search results.

2.2 Case-Base Reasoning for Information
Retrieval and Ontology for CBR mechanism
Query formulation is becoming a challenging problem. Good
query formulation must include all necessary features to retrieve
the relevant information, which is not an obvious task especially
for the first attempt [30]. Thus, the use of an iterative process of
trial and error is necessary to improve query formulation. For this
reason, adaption and learning have long been viewed as crucial
parts of IR systems [35]. Therefore, using a Case-Based reasoning
(CBR) model in an IR process is an ambitious area. CBR is a
problem-solving method [1]. It is based on the concept of “case”
which consists of a problem description and its solution. A new
problem is solved by retrieving and reusing similar problems from
the “case base”. If revision indicates that a new solution has to be
provided for the new problem, both problems are then retained as
new cases that are added to the case base for eventual retrieval
and reuse [30]. The main idea under CBR consists in storing
experiences as cases and problem-solving processes as instances
of cases. When a new problem is encountered, the system uses the
relevant past stored cases to interpret or to solve it [30]. The
system performance, increases with the growth of the stored
cases. In [32], many approaches have been investigated in using
CBR model to overcome classic IR problems.
Given that CBR is based on retrieving similar cases by using
similarity measures between terms, it is obvious that semantic
knowledge can ameliorate the results of this process. In the same
context, the idea of combining ontology (domain knowledge) with
CBR-based systems for knowledge management has been dealt by
many approaches [27] [11] [18]. In the same context, the
Knowledge Sifter (KS) framework of a collaborative semantic

search [41] creates a repository of user queries and artifacts which
are produced during the retrieval process. A case-based
framework is proposed for KS in order to recommend query
specifications and refinements basing on the previously-stored
user-query cases. A user query case is only generated when a user
provides a relevance feedback from the query results. The user
feedback is the user’s evaluation of the relevance degree of a
result to the refined query. This relevance feedback can be also
considered as a user rating of the results information quality.
Using CBR mechanism in an ontology-based IR system could be
an ambitious area in order to improve semantic indexing and
query reformulation in a question-answer service [39], for
improving recommendations results [3] and obtaining good
precision of search results [22].
Therefore, our underlying hypothesis is that case-based reasoning
supported by ontology technology is a promising approach for
achieving semantic-aware search and ontology learning. Our
objective is to develop a semantic search approach based on the
use of many domain ontologies in order to meet any user's need.
In fact, our motivation is to use past and current queries to
improve the precision of provided results to next users and to
index Web documents using submitted queries and discovered
ontology elements from these documents. We describe in the next
section the proposed approach which is composed of an enhanced
semantic search approach based on case-based modular ontology
[10]. We propose to combine a CBR mechanism with multidomain modular ontologies which are classified by topic in order
to ameliorate query formulation, dynamic semantic indexing and
eventually, the results precision. We illustrate our work with use
cases and then present the evaluation tests results.

3. SEMANTIC SEARCH APPROACH
USING CASE-BASED REASONING AND
MODULAR ONTOLOGY LEARNING
In this section, we propose a generic approach allowing any
search engine to develop its semantic layer from the associations
between queries and documents results. Taking account of the
associations between past queries and selected results to store
situations search and learning from past situations to satisfy new
queries of users justify the choice of using reasoning based on
cases. The main components of the proposed approach are (figure
1):
An iterative content-based search process which uses a multilayer ontology-warehouse for indexing Web resources and
domain cases;
A CBR mechanism : Case-based Modular Ontology;
Ontology learning and enrichment.
The idea behind this approach is (1) to use the previously
discovered ontology-aided semantic metadata representation in
OWL, and (2) to provide the user about resource characteristics
and (3) to answer queries using ranked cases. At each step, a
ranked set of recommended queries related to previous similar
cases is provided. After case selection, new documents are
imported and classified using relevance feedback [33]. The use of
this technique is recommended to extend user query by taking
benefit of previous user satisfaction. In this work, we propose to
extend user query with previous document related to selected

case. This process narrows down results and incrementally
eliminates cases which are proven to be irrelevant and enrich the
case base with new ones. Modular ontologies used for the domain
case representation and indexing are also incrementally enriched
using text mining techniques. These ontologies are designed
according to a previous work [8] where a multi-layer ontological
warehouse was designed to annotate discovered resources.
Moreover, modular ontologies used for case representation and
indexing are also enriched incrementally by using ontology
learning techniques applied to textual result related to a case.

Figure1. Multi-Domain Content-Based Search based on casebased modular ontology and Ontology learning.
In the following, we describe the multi-layer ontology warehouse
used for Web documents and case indexing. Then, case
representation and CBR mechanism are widely explained.

3.1 Multi-layer Ontology Warehouse for
Indexing Cases
Multi-domain ontology design is a crucial point because of the
problem of ambiguity, semantic heterogeneity and concept
sharing between different domains. We have proposed in [8], a
multi-layer ontology warehouse designed for multi-ontologybased semantic search systems. Given that a search query contains
the keyword “BMI”. This term refers to three concepts related to
different domains (Table 1). According to this observation, we
notice that a term can be associated to many senses (represented
by concepts). Each concept identifies a unique sense, plays a role
in many homogeneous topics and is characterized by semantic
relations with other features and concepts (this set represents its
contextual signature generally used in the task of term
disambiguation). A contextual signature (or Topic signature) is
defined as a technique used in the area of text mining and
ontology learning. A topic signature of the concept “conference”
is a set of concepts that permanently occurs with this concept in
the most sentences extracted from the Web documents related to
this concept. For this reason, we have designed the following
multi layer ontology warehouse (Figure 2).The first layer
represents the topics following an ontological classification of
topics regardless to the used language. Topic ontology is a set of
topics connected with different types of relations.

Table 1. Illustration
Terms,
language
BMI,
English

BMI,
English

Concept

Topics

body mass
index

Medicine,
health, natural
sciences

British
Midland
Airways

Airways,
aviation

Contextual
signature
Health,
measurement,
nutrition balance,
high BMI
Civil
aviation,
united kingdom,
British
Mediterranean
Airways
Songwriters,
composers,
downloaded
records

Organism
commercial
collecting
Music
license fees
on behalf of
songwriters
and
composers
Each topic is discovered from the categories provided by most of
the traditional Web search engines (“yahoo”, MSN, Dmoz.). Each
topic (i.e. “sport”, “music”, “travel”, “news”,..) becomes a
“domain” when it is associated with a modular domain ontology.
The second layer represents a set of modular domain ontologies
(Odi) defined as a network of ontology modules (Mdi). An
ontology Module (Mdi) is seen as a fragment of the domain
ontology which consists of a main concept (Ci) with its common
properties (relations with others concepts Cij). Properties of a
concept are defined as the most frequent relations that
characterize this concept and that are used in query interfaces and
relevant Web documents. Then, a module is a set of concepts
strongly related by semantic relations used to identify the context
of search. It is possible, therefore, to structure a user query by a
conceptual graph b with concepts belonging to a same module. An
BMI,
English

Figure 2. Multi-layer ontology warehouse for semantic search

example of an ontology module related to the domain of
“computer sciences” consists of:
the main concept: “conference”
a set of related concepts that represent properties of the
conference concept (topics, sponsors, proceeding, location,
submission date, chair, organizing committee, etc.)
When the ontology module is extracted from textual content
according to the proposed approach, properties of the main
concept are obtained from the contextual signature of the concept
“conference”. Besides, a given Module Mdi could be in relation
with other modules and could belong to several ontologies. For
example, the module having as main concept “conference” could
be present in several domain ontologies such as "computer
science", "physics", "mathematical", etc. Given that the proposed
approach of the semantic search is based on many domain
ontologies, a concept cannot be only identified by a term because
of the problem of ambiguity. For example, the term “table” can
refer to the concept of “table of database or “a piece of furniture”.
For this reason, we need an identifier “Id” associated to each
concept (example, “table#1” that denotes the first sense of “table”
according to Wordnet [43]). Moreover, as we have above
mentioned, concepts that make up a module are extracted from the
Web documents by applying text mining techniques. Therefore,
erroneous concept can be discovered. The attribute “state” is used
to abstract state of the concept. Only validated concepts are used
in query reformulation and documents classification. The degree
of credibility of a concept indicates if the discovered concept is
used in the main steps of the search process These information
are important in both the ontology learning and the enrichment
step, and are automatically updated according to the approach
proposed in [5, 6]. The information is split into the first two layers
by using the “owl: imports” constructor for linking multiple OWL
ontologies to form a larger OWL ontology.

Figure 3. Relation between resources and the second layer
A concept is represented by the tuple (id, {(ti, language, context)}
state, credibility Degree) where:

i=1..n,

Id: a concept identifier associated to a sense regardless of the
terminological labels and the language referencing it;
{(ti, language, context)}i: a set of the triple (t, language,
context) where t is a nominal phrase referencing the concept in a
target language and used in a specific context which can be the
topic representing the concept role in a specific domain;
State: the state of the discovered concept. A discovered
concept from text could be identified as “new candidate”,
“validated”, “rejected”, “average candidate”;
Credibility degree: a degree of the concepts’ accuracy
according to their module.
The third layer includes the indexed resources and cases linked to
ontology modules. This layer doesn’t belong to the ontological
layers but it is made up with resources (Web document, document
fragment, a delivered software) associated with the metadata that
is generated by the populated ontology module with values in
order to make difference from the other resources which are
indexed by the same ontology module. Then, the populated
ontology module is an instance of the second layer. For example,
the Web page of the workshop “datasem2010” and the Web page
related to “International Workshop on Web Information Systems
Modeling” are two resources indexed by the same module related
to “workshops” (figure 3).
In this paper, the proposed multi-layer ontology warehouse is used
for context representation with ontologies that are incrementally
enriched from relevant results to queries’ context. It is built by
applying text mining techniques in order to discover new ontology
elements from users’ selected Web documents. The topic
ontology is extracted from Dmoz categories. The modular
ontologies are built from textual content of the Web documents.
The first two layers are linked as following: each concept of topic
ontology is associated to a pointer to an OWL file that represents
domain ontology. Each domain ontology is built by using the
“owl: imports” constructor that imports related ontology module
(the second layer). Ontology modules are automatically extracted
and validated in an incremental way. When a user selects new
documents that are relevant to his query, the ontology module is

maintained. Besides, the state of the “discovered concepts” is also
updated according to the process described in [5].

3.2 CBR Mechanism
The main goal of this approach is to provide users with documents
references lists or with fragment of documents relevant to their
queries. The two main advantages of using CBR to tackle the
problem are:
The ability to use and build on past experiences of users’
information requests
The ability to incorporate context information.
The modular ontology is used to perform context representation
with ontologies that are incrementally enriched from relevant
results to queries’ context. Besides, CBR is used to improve the
following tasks (figure 4): Query Formulation, Query
reformulation, Document classification and ranking, User
Evaluation.

Figure 4. CBR mechanism for semantic search
In order to take into consideration all the purposes cited above, we
have defined the structure of a case according to the information
needed for each of the tasks cited below.

3.2.1 Case Representation
A case is generally structured into three parts: a problem, a
solution and a rating evaluation. The composition of these parts
(figure 5) is presented and described in the following.

Figure 5. Case Representation.

3.2.1.1 Problem Representation
A problem consists of the description of a user need of
information search. In classic IR systems based on CBR, a
problem is a keyword-based query and solutions are documents
URLs [44]. In the proposed approach, we describe the context of
the query by the following elements which represent the context
of the user needs (i.e. goal search, the topic of his search, the
ontological representation (Ont_M) from his query, similar
queries submitted by the user to reformulate his query and the
topic signature. (Figure 5):
Goal search (GS): The type of goal search considering the
classification presented in the work related to open information
retrieval [34].
Domain (D): The Domain or Topic of a search. It represents
a concept in the topic ontology.
Ontology module (Ont_M): An instantiated graph of
concepts related to a particular ontology module that represents
the common structure of a set of similar queries.
Similar queries (Q_set): A set of similar term-based queries
related to the ontology module.
Topic signature (TopicSign): The Topic signature related to
concepts belonging to the ontology module Ont_M. The topic
signatures are context vectors built for concepts [2].
When a user submits a query related to the domain of computer
sciences in order to search international workshops related to the
topic of Web engineering, a new problem is specified using the
features that have above mentioned. This problem is then
described by the n-uplet (GS= navigational, D= “computer
sciences,
Ont_M
=
“http://www.SemSearch.com/computer_sciences/ontology#works
hop.owl” (Figure 3), Q_set= {(“workshops + web engineering),
(Workshop + semantic Web engineering), (international workshop
on Web) }, TopicSign= {“Web, semantic Web, Web design,
submission deadline, paper, author”}.
Furthermore, ontology module and similar query are used to
retrieve similar problems to a new query that can be formulated
by user as keyword-based query, natural language query or formbased query. Topic signature is a set of concepts that have not yet
been validated to be linked to the ontology module but are used in
the query formulation.

3.2.1.2 Solution Representation
In classic IR systems based on CBR, the solution is specified as
the set of URLs of relevant Web documents. These systems are
generally based on a limited collection of documents. In the
context of the Web, it is not obvious to provide the users only
with previously selected documents. For this reason, a vector of

weighted concepts called “module_vector” is constructed to
obtain the most relevant documents. Given that the documents
containing terms referring to the concepts defined by the ontology
module could not be relevant to the domain of the query, we
propose to eliminate the documents whose representative vectors
are dissimilar with a second vector called “Domain_Vector”.
In this work, the solution is generally composed of pointers to the
set of resources described by the problem metadata. It contains
also other new elements needed for new imported Web documents
filtering and classification with the use of Relevance Feedback
(RF). A solution is a set of answers to a submitted question
(problem) and two conceptual vectors. If the search goal of the
user is navigational, the solution is then a set of Web documents.
But, if the user searches for a definite response to a question (i.e.
informational goal search), the answer may be a concept or an
instance of concepts. In this paper, we focus on the navigational
search. For this reason, examples in Section 4, solutions look like
just sets of URL's. The solution section is specified by the
following elements:
Module_Vector: This vector is the n-uple ((W1C1) W2C2)
W3C4), ..., (WmCm)). Wi represents the weight of the terms ti
referring to concepts defining the ontological module Ont_M.
“m” is the number of concepts of the ontology module. This
vector will be used not only to rank documents that are imported
from external sources as the Web but also to learn more similar
documents and to index them with the appropriate case.
Domain_Vector: This vector is the n-uple ((W1C1) W2C2)
W3C4), ..., (WnCn). Wi represents the weight of all terms
referring the concepts that define the domain "D" to which
belongs the ontology module Ont_M. This vector can be used to
decrease the noise of others imported documents which are not
relevant to the domain “D”.
Response (Set_response): The research results whose
relevance to this case requests is indicated by the user. The
results can be Web pages selected by the users, concepts or text
fragments. Their type depends on the Goal Search (GS).
We recall that the relevance of document in the vector-based
model [36] is calculated by a cosine similarity function between
two vectors. According to this model, if the similarity value is
negative then, the document is not relevant to a query otherwise, it
is relevant. When a given recommended case is selected by the
user to refine his query, the two vectors are respectively used.
Use of these vectors aims at extending the query with weighted
concepts in order to obtain a new vector-based query and to
eliminate from results the set of documents containing the query
keywords but that do not match with the appropriate domain. An
example of a solution of a case is presented in table 1.

3.2.2 Evaluation Representation
This bloc is made of some information such as a timestamp
corresponding to the case creation, use accounts and contexts in
which they apply. In the following section, the CBR mechanism is
described.

3.2.3 CBR cycle
The architecture of CBR is composed of four parts: case indexing,
case retrieval, case update and case insertion (figure 3).

3.2.3.1 Case Indexing
The power of the CBR system relies on its ability to find the more
relevant cases from case base accurately. For this reason, case

indexing is very important to retrieve related and useful case for
query reformulation, display case recommendations and import
external similar Web documents. The multi-layer ontology
warehouse is used to index cases by the means of an ontology
module. In fact, the case indexing consists in referencing each
case by the ontology module which is very important to find
similar cases from a huge case base. We remind that an ontology
module is composed of a main concept which is relevant to the
search domain and of other concepts that represent features
characterizing this main concept. Then, a case is indexed by an
OWL file representing an instantiated ontology module.

3.2.3.2 Case Retrieval
Once the case representation and indexing are completed, a
retrieval structure can be organized. Similar case retrieval is
released by the main tasks of information retrieval: query
submission, query modification by the user, choosing a
recommended case by the user. According to case representation
defined in the previous section, there are many level of similarity
starting from identity to nearly similarity. It depends on the
number of common features of the problem presentation between
a target case “Ct” and a source case “Cs” (extracted from the case
base). Many case retrieval technologies exist such as nearest
neighbor method, inductive method (decision Tree) and
knowledge-guided method or a combination of these three
methods. In our proposition, we used the nearest neighbor one
[29].
When a user submits a query and selects the domain of his search
from the topic ontology, two alternatives are possible. In the first
one, the submitted query is related to a new ontology module that
does not exist in the ontology warehouse. This circumstance is
similar to a classic IR iteration where a new case is inserted and
an ontology module is constructed from the selected Web
documents. In the second alternative, the ontology module that
specifies the query is recognized, and then cases “Cs” indexed by
this module “Ont_M” are extracted from the case base. The first
list is ranked according to the shared concepts between the queries
“Set_Q” of Ct and Cs. These cases are called “strongly similar”.
A second list is made up by cases indexed by the nearest ontology
modules to “Ont_M” of “Ct”. The extracted cases are ranked
according to the number of relation paths that exist between
“Ont_M” and the other ontology modules indexing cases “Cs”.
These cases are called “nearly similar”. This process is described
by the following algorithm:
For each case « CAi » belonging to the domain of Ct.Domain do
If CAi.Ont_M = CAs.Ont_M then
Sim
=
Calculate_nbr_commun_terms(CAi.Set_Q,
CAs.Set_Q)
Strongly_similar_cases.add (CAi, sim)
Else if nearest_neighbor (CAi.Ont_M, CAt.Ont_M)=true
Then NbPath= Calculate_nbr_relation (CAi.Ont_M,
CAt.Ont_M)
Neighbor_ cases.add (CAi, NbPath)
EndIf
Endfor
sort(Strongly_similar_cases)
sort(neigbor_cases)

3.2.3.3 Case Insertion
After submitting a query, if no similar cases exist in the case base,
a new case is automatically inserted into the case base. This case
comprises the features describing the user query and is indexed by

a new ontology module extracted from the selected documents.
These features are:
Goal of search, domain and a set of queries used in the step
of query reformulation
Conceptual graph related to the request of search,
Topic signature which involves concepts appearing
frequently with the concepts of “Ont_M” in the same sentences
extracted from the selected Web documents from user
(“Set_response”)
After inserting the problem, the insertion of the solution of the
case can be made only after the validation of the choice of Web
documents by the user. After that, the construction of the two
vectors is done as following:
The construction of the vector (“Module_Vector”) of
concepts involves the calculation of weight of each term
referring the concepts of the ontology module “Ont_M” using
vector model and ontology.
The construction of the vector (“Domain_Vector”) of
concepts is the result of calculating the weight of each term
referring all the concepts of the domain ontology (a network of
ontology modules) using the vector model.
The weighting procedure is released with CF-ICF measure which
gives approximately the relevance of concept to a given
document. A CF/ICF (concept frequency / inversed concept
frequency) approach has been developed to adapt at the concept
level the classical TF/IDF method which operates at the term level
[36]. The used formula is:
Wij =

Wij

1 [Wij ]

2

Where Wij= (1+Log CFij)*ICF where CF is “Concept
Frequency” which is proportional to the frequency of occurrence
of all terms referring a given concept and ICF is the Inverse
Concept Frequency.
ICF = Log(

N
fi

)

Where N: total Number of concepts of ontology module or
domain ontology, depending on which vector is calculated.

3.2.4 Case update
This procedure is the adaptation phase in a process of reasoning
over cases. Once an existing case in the base case is selected, its
enrichment remains an important phase. This update consists of:
The insertion of new documents selected by other users
The enrichment of the conceptual graph of query with further
discovered concepts and relations from these documents.
The update of topic signature, the set of responses and the
computation of the two vectors.

3.3 Enhancing Content-Based Search Process
The proposed IR is an iterative process that uses CBR mechanism
in the following tasks (figure 3): Query Formulation, Query
reformulation, Document classification and ranking, User
Evaluation and Ontology enrichment.

3.3.1 Query Formulation
At the first step, the user can formulate a query in three ways:
Keyword-based query which is a set of words proposed by
the user to define his request. It is similar to queries submitted
in the traditional IR systems.
Natural language question which is written by the user and it
is a syntactically well-defined question.

Each document is represented by a vector Dj = (d1j, d2j, ... ..,
Dnj) where “dij” is the weight of this concept in the document Dj
and n represents the number of concepts of the vector. The query
is represented by the adapted (“Domain_Vector”) Q’ = (q1, q2 ...,
qm) where qi is the weight of concepts in this vector. The weights
of concepts are calculated using the formula CF-ICF (defined in
the section 3.2.2.2). The measure of similarity between documents
and the query is calculated with the cosine formula:

Form type query: this last kind of formulation is used when
the user navigates in the domain ontology and selects the
appropriate concepts to formulate the question, then, the main
concept and properties will be shown in a form to be filled by
the user.
The related domain ontology is provided to help users to navigate
through the ontology module. The user then submits a query or
selects the appropriate ontology module. The user-provided search
query is analyzed to identify the appropriate ontology module
defined in the multilayer modular ontology. WORDNET is used
to recognize and to disambiguate new concepts. The ontology
module is updated and assigned with a sense identifier so that the
next user doesn’t need to select the appropriate senses of query’s
terms. In Wordnet, each term is associated with a set of Senses.
Knowing the sense of a concept eases not merely its enrichment
from Wordnet but also the disambiguation of the term-based
query. Hence, senses are needed to distinguish between the senses
of a term. We refer to a sense by a number associated to the sense
of a term from Wordnet. When the ontology module is
recognized, a search form is displayed with others features to be
filled by the user. Then, similar cases are extracted from case base
and query’s recommendations are displayed with its results sorted
by ranking score (section 3.2.2.2). If the user selects one of the
recommended cases, a procedure of query reformulation is
released.

3.3.2 Query reformulation
Query reformulation is done by the system basing on the selected
similar cases. The query is represented by the aggregation of the
weighted concepts of “module vector” with the terms of the active
query. The weight attributed to the active query is “1”; then the
final query vector is obtained by calculating the average of
weights of concepts of the two vectors. An adapted case is
constructed. A new set of queries is formed by adding userprovided features and topic signature to queries “Set_Q”
described by the selected cases. If there are no similar cases, the
query is refined by adding synonyms. A set of adapted queries are
sent to the search engine and a set of Web documents are
delivered.

N
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Once the similarity is calculated, user documents with strictly
positive similarity are displayed.

3.4 Incremental Ontology Enrichment
The final task of this system is the enrichment of the ontology
module indexing the updated case or a new inserted case from the
Web documents making up the solution of this case. Each
document will be the input of the ontology learning phase of the
process proposed in a previous work [5,6]. Text mining
techniques (syntactic patterns and verb based patterns) are used to
discover new concepts and new relations between the concepts of
the ontology module and the topic signature. It is possible to
extract new terms which have not a stable relation with the
ontology module. In this case, these terms are added to the topic
signature of the case (instead of being added to the ontology
module) in order to be used in a next iteration.

4. USE CASES DEMONSTRATION
In this section, two use cases related to several users which
respectively submit two queries Q1 and Q2 that appear as two
independent requests, but according to domain knowledge, the
results of one is the answer to the other. The query “Q1” is “What
is the BMI in medicine? Q2 is “How to measure the nutritional
disorder? “.
Table 2. Case Representation of C1
Case
Index

Problem:

3.3.3 Document classification and ranking
This step consists of two tasks: document filtering and document
ranking. Document filtering is done when the number of cases
indexed by related domain ontology is important, and ontology
module belongs to many different topics (like the ontology
module related to the concept “conference” which is present in
many topics such as medicine, computer sciences, music, ..). The
domain vector including weighted domain concepts is used to
calculate the cosine between the conceptual vector model of
returned documents and the domain vector (“Domain_Vector”) of
the selected case. Documents whose cosine is negative are
eliminated. In order to rank the most relevant documents, the
vector (“Module_Vector”) is updated by adding user-provided
terms which should have a higher weight than the others concepts.

1

Solution

http://www.SemSearch.com/Medicine/ontology#
BMI.owl
GS= navigational,
D=http://www.SemSearch.com/Medicine#
Ont_M: (Is (“BMI”, X?))
Set_Q= (BMI, (BMI + Body Mass index),(BMI +
body fat measure))
TopicSign= weight , height, body,
health………….
Module_Vector
Vector domain
Set_response =
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_mass_index

We suppose that the first user submits the query “Q1”. This first
iteration can be done with any search engine given that there is no
learning at this stage. Concerning this query, we cannot find any
related ontology module in the ontology warehouse nor similar
cases as the query keywords are not clear. A graph corresponding
to the query is extracted using lexico-syntactic patterns . Then, the
corresponding keywords are sent to a search engine. The user
selects the relevant documents to be saved and a new case “C1” is

inserted in the case base (Table 2). Both the insertion of a new
case and the calculation of the two vectors are automatically done.
After the case insertion, the construction of the ontology module
related to the concept “body mass measure” is done by fulfilling
the following tasks:
Extraction of sentences containing the term “BMI” from
selected Web documents associated to case C1 (figure 6).
Application of lexico-syntactic patterns and syntactic frames
to discover new related concepts and relations.
Validation of the ontology elements discovered for the set of
Web documents.
The resulting ontology module is illustrated by Figure 6.
A second user submits the next query Q2. This second iteration is
fulfilled by learning from similar queries. The difference between
the two queries is that the first user exactly knows the concept for
which he is searching (“BMI”) while the second user only knows
the role of this concept (without knowing the fact that the
nutritional disorder is a factor for the BMI). Use of a traditional
search engine to answer to the query Q2 will lead to the difficulty
of finding that BMI is used to measure a nutritional disorder. BMI
is not figured as a term in the second query. But according to the
proposed approach, ontological index of cases can provide the
second user with a similar case existing in the case base.
By applying this approach, we have remarked that there is a
common result between the two queries. However, by using
Google engine, we didn’t find the same result. In fact, similar
cases retrieval for query Q2 provides the most ranked
recommended cases (C1 and many others cases (as C2 shown by
Table 3). For this second user, we can provide a summary of what
is a nutritional disorder, using the ontology module (concepts in
the neighborhood of nutritional disorder) and give a set of
recommended documents. In this context, we supposed that a
previous user submits queries related to nutritional topic. The
explication of this common result is described as following; the
ontology module indexing the case C1 is strongly related to the

ontology module indexing the case C2 (figure 7) because BMI
measures the percentage of body fat, it may be a useful tool to
estimate a healthy body weight and a high BMI is linked to
nutritional disorder. The relation between the two ontology
modules was discovered in the step of ontology enrichment of the
case C1. The two ontology modules were automatically created in
the first iteration by applying text mining techniques on
documents of the case (C1).
Table 3. Case Representation of C2
http://www.SemSearch.com/Medicine/ontology#
nutrional_problem.owl
GS= navigational,
D=http://www.SemSearch.com/Medicine#
Ont_M: (conceptual graph that include the
Problem: concept of nutritional disorder and all measures)
Set_Q= (nutritional problems measurement,
nutritional disorder measures ………………)
TopicSign= health , body, food, ………..
Module_Vector
Vector domain
Set_response =
Solution
http://www.merck.com/pubs/mmanual_ha/sec3/c
h17/ch17b.html
……………………………………………….
So, BMI is one of the measurements of nutritional problem. There
Case
Index

are others answers such as “serum albumin measurement” (C2).
.There are others answers such as “serum albumin measurement”
(C2). The selection of one of the proposed cases narrows the
process of search. This implies the use of the vector module. In
this example, we suppose that the second user selects the case C1
among the recommended cases, then, a set of queries are
submitted to import others Web documents whose similarity with
the vector “Module_Vector” is important. composers). Then, we
apply the documents filtering by using the domain vector. We
remark that majority of removed Web documents include the term
BMI, but they have not the same mining of “body mass index“.

Figure 6. Example of a textual fragment used for discovering ontology elements.

Figure 7. Relation between two ontology modules indexing
respectively two similar cases.
In fact, there are other senses of BMI such as (“BMI as
Commercial noun of the British Midland Airways” and BMI as
Web site that collects license fees on behalf of songwriters

5. TEST RESULTS EVALUATION
The prototype supporting the proposed approach is developed
using the service "GOOGLE_API" and the library JENA.
We used both XML-based index and an indexing scheme for the
efficient storage and the retrieval of the cases. The size of a case
base will be the same as the size of the ontology elements given
that the cases are instances of the ontology modules. The XMLbased indexing scheme uses ontology module to index the user
query cases. This leads to efficient algorithms for the associative
retrieval of the relevant related cases, thereby avoiding a
sequential search of the case base, as it is the case in other casebased search systems [43]. To evaluate the proposed approach, we
distinguish tow main criteria:
Evaluation of the ontology learning process and comparison
with our previous approach [5] ;

This approach is based on the metaontology built upon the
extraction of all textual elements from Web documents imported
by a search engine. The second one is a modular ontology
resulting from the approach described below, using a modified
version of OntoCosemWeb [6]. The number of errors found in
the discovered concepts and learned patterns has been compared
(Figure 8). Noise in learning results was incredibly decreased by
the first iteration. So, the combination of the two processes can
produce more relevant Web documents from which only an
ontology fragment (module) will be enriched. This has also an
effect on processing time.

5.2 Search Result Evaluation
We defined three scenarios (Figure 9) where we compared the
obtained results. The first scenario presents the results of Google
search. The second scenario represents the results obtained by the
proposed approach and where there are similar cases (neighbor
cases as C1 and C2) in a case database covering 50 cases. The
third scenario presents the results of similar applications where
there are highly similar cases in a database containing 100 cases.

Evaluation of relevance of search results.

5.1 Ontology enrichment evaluation
In this section, two ontologies are compared. The first one is an
ontology
resulting
from
our
previous
approach
“OntoCoSemWeb”.

Figure 9. Precision comparison
The results have revealed that:
the accuracy of the results was significantly improved by
using CBR with modular ontologies;
the size of the case base has a considerable effect on
improving the relevance of search results (scenario 2);
Figure. 8. Comparison of noise in learning process between our
previous approach and a combined one.

Strongly similar cases are important to better contextualize
users searches (scénario3).
The results are shown in Figure 9.

6. CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK
The challenge addressed by this paper is to find a solution to
improve the contextualization of requests based on past users’
queries and the construction of ontologies from the query context
(documents selected by the user). In this paper, we have presented
related work of using CBR technology for IR system and
Ontology learning for IR. In fact, since intelligent retrieval is one
of the main applications of Case-based reasoning paradigm
(CBR), semantic formalization in CBR systems has also
becoming an increased research area. In CBR systems, semantics
are the main source of reasoning, similarity calculation and case
adaptation. Our underlying hypothesis is that case-based
reasoning supported by ontology technology is a promising
approach for achieving semantics aware search and ontology
learning. In this work, we discussed an enhanced semantic search
based on case-based modular ontology, by which the traditional
information retrieval, ontology and CBR can be integrated. Our
recommender approach uses Case-Based Reasoning (CBR), with
semantic Web language markup (ontology) for case indexing.
Modular Ontologies are used to index cases that classify Web
resources. Ontology-based similarity is used to retrieve similar
cases and provide the users with alternative recommendations.
Case base are also used in ontology enrichment. A case study and
test evaluation (with a base of 100 cases) revealed that the
combination of ontology and CBR mechanism can have a positive
impact on the relevance of search results.
Our ongoing work also aims at extending the evaluation when
searching in large digital libraries taking into account social
networks.
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